AMW (AtlanMod Model Weaver) is a generic and extensible tool dedicated to the creation and handling of weavings between models, these weavings representing sets of links existing between elements potentially coming from different models.

**Technological breakthrough:**
Support for all model types and link types (i.e., covering of different metamodels and relationship semantics)

**Possible application domains:**
Tool interoperability, transformation specification, establishment of inter-domain correspondences, traceability management, model annotation, model comparison, etc.

**Keywords:** MDA, MDE, weaving, link, model element

**Language, standard, environment:**
Eclipse, EMF, Java

**Licence:** Eclipse Public License (EPL)

**Partner:**
Ecole des Mines de Nantes

**Contact:** chantal.le_tonqueze@inria.fr

http://wiki.eclipse.org/AMW